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Abstract

Using Zeilberger’s factorization of two-stack-sortable permutations, we write a functional equation
— of a strange sort — that defines their generating function according to five statistics: length, number
of descents, number of right-to-left and left-to-right maxima, and a fifth statistic that is closely linked
to the factorization. Then, we show how one can translate this functional equation into a polynomial
one. We thus prove that our five-variable generating function for two-stack-sortable permutations is
algebraic of degree 20.

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is twofold. Our first intention is to draw attention on the factorization of two-stack-
sortable permutations described by Zeilberger in [22]. Among other advantages, this factorization preserves
many standard statistics defined on permutations, and hence, constitutes an efficient first step for their
enumeration. We thus obtain a functional equation — of a strange kind — that defines a five-variable
generating function for these permutations (see Eq. (1)).

Our second point is to show how one can “solve” such an equation, or, more precisely, convert it into a
polynomial one: in particular, we prove that the generating function for two-stack-sortable permutations,
counted according to the length, number of descents, number of right-to-left and left-to-right maxima, is
algebraic of degree 10. In passing, we translate some of our results in terms of non-separable maps, since
two (sophisticated) bijections have been described between these maps and two-stack-sortable permutations
[9, 8, 14]. We believe that our method can be applied to, or at least inspire, the solution of other functional
equations having similar features.

Let us mention that our first point (celebrating Zeilberger’s factorization) is extended in a forthcoming
paper [1], where we study several enumeration problems (and their q-analogues) related to the sorting
procedure decribed below.

1.1 The sorting procedure

Let σ = σ1σ2 . . . σn be a word on the alphabet IN∗ = {1, 2, . . .}, having all its letters distinct. If n = 0,
let T (σ) be the empty word. Otherwise, let T (σ) be obtained by permuting the letters of σ as follows: if
m = max(σ1, . . . , σn) and σ = σ(`)mσ(r), then

T (σ) = T (σ(`))T (σ(r))m.

For instance, sorting the permutation σ = 2351674 gives T (σ) = 2315647.
Where does this definition come from? Imagine σ stands on the right of an empty stack, as in Figure

1(a), and we try to sort its letters through the stack, that is, obtain them on the left of the stack in increasing
order; in addition, letters must always move from right to left and cannot overtake each other. Clearly, the
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only algorithm that leaves a hope to obtain the letters of σ in the output in increasing order is the following:
add letters from σ on the top of the stack as long as the letters in the stack decrease from bottom to top,
and otherwise, remove the top letter from the stack. Figure 1 shows four stages of this procedure. Applying
this algorithm gives T (σ) as the output.

2351674 = σ

674

1
5

23

5167423

T (σ) = 2315647

(b)(a)

(d)(c)

Figure 1: The sorting algorithm.

1.2 Enumeration

This sorting procedure was apparently first described by Knuth [16, p. 238], who proved that the number of
one-stack sortable permutations of length n, i.e. of permutations σ such that T (σ) = 12 . . . n, is the Catalan
number Cn =

(
2n
n

)
/(n + 1). This procedure was later thoroughly studied by West in his Ph.D. thesis [20].

In particular, he conjectured [21] that the number of two-stack sortable permutations of length n, i.e. of
permutations σ such that T 2(σ) = 12 . . . n, is 2(3n)!/((2n+1)!(n+1)!). This conjecture was first proved by
Zeilberger: in [22], he describes a clever factorization of these permutations that gives a functional equation
for their generating function; then, he solves this equation via a very complicated method that we will
simplify below. In addition, there exist two bijective proofs of this result [8, 14], based on the fact that
2(3n)!/((2n+ 1)!(n+ 1)!) is also the number of non-separable planar maps [3, 19]. Nothing is known about
k-stack sortable permutations when k > 2.

In this paper, we shall enumerate two-stack-sortable permutations σ according to the following classic
statistics:
• the length n (meaning that σ belongs to the symmetric group Sn),
• the number of descents, i.e. the number of i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that σ(i) > σ(i+ 1) (with σ(n+ 1) = 0),
• the number of right-to-left maxima, i.e. the number of i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that σ(i) > σ(j) for all j > i,
• the number of left-to-right maxima, i.e. the number of i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that σ(i) > σ(j) for all j < i.
Moreover, using Zeilberger’s factorization requires to introduce another statistic `(σ), defined by

`(σ) = max{` : σ−1(n) < σ−1(n− 1) < · · · < σ−1(n− `+ 1)}.

These five statistics will respectively be counted by the indeterminates x, z, u, v and t. By convention, the
“empty” permutation is given the weight v. We shall not prove the following proposition, as it is a direct
consequence of Zeilberger’s factorization [22].

Proposition 1.1 Let φ(x, z, u, v, t) be the generating function for two-stack sortable permutations. This
series is completely defined by the following equation:

φ(x, z, u, v, t) =
v

1− xzut

+xut
[
v(1− v) +

(v + tu− tuv)φ(x, z, 1, v,1)− φ(x, z,1, v, tu)
1− tu

] [
φ(x, z, u, 1, 1)− tφ(x, z, u, 1, t)

1− t

]
. (1)

This equation will be the central object of this paper, and deserves a few comments. First of all, it
perfectly defines φ(x, z, u, v, t): indeed, the coefficient of xn in this series is a polynomial in z, u, v and t,
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which can be computed from (1) by induction on n. We have:

φ(x, z, u, v, t) = v + xzuvt + x2zuvt(v + zut) + x3zuvt(vzu+ vzut+ vz + ztu+ z2t2u2 + v2) +O(x4).

However, this equation is not completely satisfactory, as it is not a very standard way of specifying a
generating function. Most combinatorialists probably think they have a better knowledge of a series when
they know it satisfies a differential or algebraic equation. In this particular case, it is known [22] that the
length generating function for two-stack-sortable permutations, in other words φ(x, 1, 1, 1, 1), is cubic over
IR(x). Can we derive this information from (1)? Other partial results, like the expansions of φ(x, z,1, 1, 1)
and φ(x,1, u, 1, 1) [8], or the algebraic equation (of degree 6) satisfied by φ(x,1, 1, 1, t) [22], suggest that
the complete generating function φ(x, z, u, v, t) could be algebraic over IR(x, z, u, v, t), but Eq. (1) does not
permit to prove this immediately.

The main difficulty with this equation is that we cannot substitute 1 for t (or only after multiplying the
whole equation by (1− t), but then we end up with a tautology). This kind of “frustrating” equation occurs
in many enumeration problems, because divided differences (or discrete derivatives) like

Df(x, t) =
f(x,1)− f(x, t)

1− t

have a simple combinatorial meaning: if f(x, t) =
∑
anmxntm, then the series Df(x, t) =

∑
anmxn(1 + t+

· · ·+ tm−1) somehow corresponds to “choosing one among the m cells”, an operation that occurs frequently
in combinatorial constructions. Examples can be found in the enumeration of maps [3, 6, 7, 11, 13, section
2.9.1], of polygons [2, 10], and permutations [1, 15]. Being able to solve these equations systematically would
be very helpful.

In this paper, with the help of Maple, we shall elucidate completely the algebraic status of the series
φ(x, z, u, v, t) and its main significant specializations, proving the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2 The generating function φ(x, z, u, v, t) for two-stack-sortable permutations, and all its spe-
cializations obtained by setting one or several of the variables z, u, v and t to 1, are algebraic on the field
IK = IR(x, z, u, v, t) of rational functions in the variables x, z, u, v and t.
Figure 2 shows the inclusion properties and the degrees of the relevant extensions of IK, in the case z 6= 1.
When z = 1, the pattern is the same as in Figure 2, except that φ(x,1, 1, 1, 1) is only cubic over IK.

2

IK (φ(x, z,1, 1, 1)) = IK(φ(x, z, 1, v,1))

IK = IR(x, z, u, v, t)

IK (φ(x, z,1, 1, t))

IK (φ(x, z,1, v, t))
=

IK (φ(x, z, u, 1, 1))
=

IK (φ(x, z, u, v,1))

IK (φ(x, z, 1, 1, tu))
=

IK (φ(x, z, 1, v, tu))

IK (φ(x, z, u, 1, t)) = IK (φ(x, z, u, v, t))

2

2 2

5

2

Figure 2: Algebraicity of φ(x, z, u, v, t) and its specializations.

To prove this theorem, we shall derive from the functional equation (1) an algebraic equation satisfied
by φ(x, z, u, v, t). Our method is partly based on, and largely inspired by, the so-called quadratic method
invented by Brown to count quadrangular dissections of the disc [4, 5] (see also [13, section 2.9.1]). Before
handling the whole equation, we shall show how this method works by handling the simplest (and original)
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case z = u = v = 1. The complete solution requiring several steps, we shall then proceed with the case
u = v = 1, then u = 1, then v = 1, and end up with the complete generating function φ(x, z, u, v, t).

Notations. Given a field IL and n indeterminates x1, . . . , xn, we denote by:
•IL[x1, . . . , xn] the ring of polynomials in x1, . . . , xn with coefficients in IL,
•IL(x1, . . . , xn) the field of rational functions in x1, . . . , xn with coefficients in IL,
•IL[[x1, . . . , xn]] the ring of formal power series in x1, . . . , xn with coefficients in IL.

Throughout the paper, we denote by IK the field IR(x, z, u, v, t). The series φ(x, z, u, v, t) will often be
denoted φ(u, v, t).

We shall often make use of the following simple remark.
Remark. Let IL be a field, and let f(x, t) be a formal power series of IL[t][[x]], i.e. a series in x with
polynomial coefficients in t. If f(x, t) is algebraic of degree k over IL(x, t), then f(x,1) is algebraic of degree
at most k over IL(x).

2 The quadratic method and Zeilberger’s result (z = u = v = 1)

The two-variable generating function φ(x,1, 1, 1, t) = Z(x, t) satisfies

Z(x, t) =
1

1− xt + xt

[
Z(x, 1)−Z(x, t)

1− t

] [
Z(x,1)− tZ(x, t)

1− t

]
. (2)

This is exactly the equation established by Zeilberger in [22]. Let us rewrite it by constructing a square
involving all powers of Z(x, t):

(1− xt)
[
1− t+ xt

(1 + t)Z(x, 1)− 2tZ(x, t)
1− t

]2

= E(t), (3)

where E(t) is the following polynomial in t with coefficients in IR[x,Z(x, 1)]:

E(t) = 1− [2 + x− 2xZ(x,1)] t + [xZ(x,1)− 2x+ 1] [1 + xZ(x,1)] t2 − x [1 + xZ(x,1)]2 t3.

Let us consider the term
(1 + t)Z(x,1)− 2tZ(x, t)

1− t .

It is a formal power series in x with coefficients in IR[t]. There exists in IR[[x]] a (unique) formal power
series T = T (x) = 1 + x+ 4x2 +O(x3) satisfying

T = 1 + xT
(1 + T )Z(x, 1)− 2TZ(x, T )

1− T . (4)

(The coefficient of xn in T (x) can de determined by induction on n using this equation.) Eq. (3) shows
that the polynomial E(t) has a double zero at t = T (x). Hence, the resultant of E(t) and ∂E/∂t(t), taken
as polynomials in t, is zero. This gives:

16x2
[
x2Z(x, 1)3 + (2x+ 3x2)Z(x,1)2 + (1− 14x+ 3x2)Z(x,1) + 11x+ x2 − 1

]
[1 + xZ(x,1)]4 = 0,

from which we obtain the cubic equation satisfied by Z(x, 1). We have thus proved Zeilberger’s result:

Proposition 2.1 The length generating function Z(x,1) = φ(x,1, 1, 1, 1) for two-stack-sortable permuta-
tions is cubic on IR(x):

x2Z(x, 1)3 + x(2 + 3x)Z(x, 1)2 + (1− 14x+ 3x2)Z(x, 1) + x2 + 11x− 1 = 0.

The Lagrange inversion formula gives

Z(x,1) = 1 +
∑
n≥1

2(3n)!
(2n+ 1)!(n+ 1)!

xn. (5)

The generating function Z(x, t) = φ(x,1, 1, 1, t) for two-stack-sortable permutations, counted according to
their length and DZ’s statistic, is algebraic of degree 6 over IR(x, t), and the field IR(x, t, Z(x, t)) contains
Z(x, 1).
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Proof. To obtain the expansion of Z(x,1), we introduce the series Y = Y (x) defined by

Y = x(1 + Y )3,

and then check that 1+Y −Y 2 satisfies the same equation as Z(x, 1). This implies that Z(x,1) = 1+Y −Y 2.
We then obtain (5) thanks to the Lagrange inversion formula.

Now, Eq. (2) shows that Z = Z(x, t) is at most quadratic over IR(x, t, Z(x,1)), and hence algebraic of
degree at most 6 over IR(x, t). The (minimal) algebraic equation it satisfies can be obtained by eliminating
Z(x, 1) in (2):

(xt − 1)3x5t6Z6 + (3xt2 + 3xt− t2 + 8t − 3)(xt− 1)3x4t4Z5 + (3x3t5 + 9x3t4

+3x3t3−20x2t5 +15x2t4−17x2t3−9x2t2 +13xt4 +11xt3−11xt2 +9xt+4t3−23t2 +16t−3)(xt−1)2x3t2Z4

+(x4t7+9x4t6+9x4t5+x4t4+8x3t7−43x3t6−27x3t5−4x3t4−4x3t3+16x2t7−128x2t6+161x2t5−51x2t4−6x2t3

+6x2t2 − 16xt6 + 95xt5 − 53xt4 + 25xt3 + 9xt2 − 4xt+ 2t5 − t4 − 20t3 + 22t2 − 8t + 1)(xt− 1)2x2Z3

+(xt−1)(3x6t7+9x6t6+3x6t5+29x5t7−84x5t6+23x5t5−12x5t4+88x4t7+57x4t6+145x4t5−22x4t4+15x4t3

+80x3t7−487x3t6 +153x3t5−238x3t4−31x3t3−3x3t2−140x2t6 +584x2t5−383x2t4 +244x2t3 +6x2t2−6x2t

+68xt5−211xt4+172xt3−84xt2+18xt+3x−5t4+14t3−10t2+2t)xZ2+(xt−1)(3x7t6+3x7t5+16x6t6+19x6t5

−9x6t4−8x5t6−490x5t5 +113x5t4 +3x5t3−64x4t6 +270x4t5 +741x4t4−244x4t3 +9x4t2 +128x3t6−197x3t5

−127x3t4−395x3t3+180x3t2−3x3t−148x2t5+285x2t4−107x2t3+87x2t2−60x2t−3x2+33xt4−73xt3+42xt2

−4xt−t4+2t3−t2)Z+x8t6+22x7t6−3x7t5+116x6t6−60x6t5+132x5t6−659x5t5+208x5t4+5x5t3−160x4t6

+74x4t5 +824x4t4−336x4t3 +64x3t6+114x3t5−292x3t4−277x3t3+206x3t2−3x3t−88x2t5+91x2t4+74x2t3

−17x2t2 − 34x2t− x2 + 28xt4 − 59xt3 + 32xt2 − 2xt− t4 + 2t3 − t2 = 0. (6)

This polynomial is irreducible, and thus Z(x, t) has degree exactly 6 over IR(x, t). The fields IR(x, t,Z(x, t))
and IR(x, t, Z(x,1), Z(x, t)) have both degree 6 over IR(x, t) and hence, are equal. In particular, IR(x, t, Z(x, t))
contains Z(x, 1).

Remarks
1. The algebraic equation satisfied by Z(x, 1) has been obtained without having to guess anything.

But the idea of introducing the series Y satisfying Y = x(1 + Y )3 seems only natural if one suspects the
expansion (5). However, we can alternatively obtain this expansion, without guessing it, via the following
procedure. We convert the algebraic equation satisfied by Z(x,1) into a linear differential equation (using
for instance the Maple package Gfun [18]):

x2(27x− 4)
∂2Z

∂x2
(x, 1) + 2x(27x− 5)

∂Z

∂x
(x,1) + 2(3x− 1)Z(x,1) + 2(3x− 1) = 0.

Denoting by an the coefficient of xn in Z(x,1), this differential equation gives:

a0 = 1, a1 = 1, and for n ≥ 2, an =
3(3n− 1)(3n− 2)
2(n + 1)(2n+ 1)

an−1. (7)

We then obtain our result1 by induction on n. If the recurrence relation (7) had not been of order 1, we
could still have looked for its hypergeometric solutions via Petkovs̆ek’s algorithm [17].

2. The expression of Z(x,1) was first conjectured by West [20], then proved by Zeilberger [22], Dulucq,
Gire and Guibert [8], and finally Goulden and West [14]. Zeilberger solves (2) by first guessing Eq. (6),
and then checking that (6) and (2) have a common solution. This procedure was later simplified by Gessel,
but his approach still requires to conjecture the value of Z(x, 1). In the two other papers [8, 14], a bijection
between two-stack-sortable permutations and rooted non-separable planar maps is given, and the authors
conclude thanks to the results of Brown and Tutte [3, 6] on the enumeration of maps.

1As noticed by Gilles Schaeffer, another hint about the right parametrization (by Y ) is given by the equation satisfied by
the series T defined by (4). We obtain: T (1 − 2xT )2 = (1− xT )3, which suggests (?) Y = xT/(1− 2xT ).
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3 The number of descents (u = v = 1)

We shall now, step by step, “solve” the equation of in Proposition 1.1, i.e., transform it into a polynomial
equation. The first step is the case u = v = 1. It is achieved again via the quadratic method. We follow
the calculation of the previous section. Our starting point is the equation

φ(1, 1, t) =
1

1− xzt + xt

[
φ(1, 1, 1)− φ(1, 1, t)

1− t

] [
φ(1, 1, 1)− tφ(1, 1, t)

1− t

]
. (8)

(Recall that φ(1, 1, t) stands for φ(x, z, 1, 1, t).) The construction of a square involving all powers of φ(1, 1, t)
gives

(1− xzt)
[
1− t+ xt

(1 + t)φ(1, 1, 1)− 2tφ(1, 1, t)
1− t

]2

= E(t) (9)

where

E(t) = 1−[2 + xz − 2xφ(1, 1, 1)] t

+
[
1− 4x+ 2xz + 2x(1− xz)φ(1, 1, 1) + x2φ(1, 1, 1)2

]
t2 − xz [1 + xφ(1, 1, 1)]2 t3.

Again, E(t) has a double root at t = T (x, z), where T (x, z) = T is the unique solution (in IR[z][[x]]) of

T = 1 + xT
(1 + T )φ(1, 1, 1)− 2Tφ(1, 1, t)

1− T ,

and the resultant of E(t) and ∂E/∂t, taken as polynomials in t, is zero. We obtain the following refinement
of Proposition 2.1.

Proposition 3.1 The generating function S = φ(x, z, 1, 1, 1) for two-stack-sortable permutations, counted
according to their length and number of descents, is algebraic of degree 5 over IR(x, z):

x4S5 + x3(4zx− x+ 4)S4 + x2(−3zx2 + 6z2x2 + 4zx− 12x+ 6)S3

+x(−3z2x3 + 4z3x3 − 4z2x2 + 8x2 + 13zx2 − 22x− 4zx+ 4)S2

+(−z3x4 + z4x4 − 20zx3 − 4z3x3 + 26z2x3 + 32x2 + 6z2x2 − 13zx2 − 12x− 4zx+ 1)S

+z3x3 − z2x3 − 3z2x2 + 20zx2 − 16x2 + 8x+ 3zx− 1 = 0.

The Lagrange-Good inversion formula gives

φ(x, z, 1, 1, 1) = 1 +
∑

1≤j≤n

(2n− j)!(n+ j − 1)!
(2n− 2j + 1)!(n− j + 1)!(2j − 1)!j!

xnzj .

The series φ(x, z,1, 1, t) is algebraic of degree 10 over IR(x, z, t), and IR(x, z, t, φ(x, z, 1, 1, t)) contains
φ(x, z, 1, 1, 1).

Proof. To obtain the expression of φ(1, 1, 1), we introduce the series U = U(x, z) and V = V (x, z) defined
by

U = x(1 +U)(1 + V )2 and V = xz(1 + V )(1 + U)2, (10)

and then check that 1 + V (1− UV )/(1 + U) satisfies the same equation as φ(1, 1, 1). This implies that

φ(1, 1, 1) = 1 + V
1− UV
1 +U

.

We conclude thanks to the Lagrange-Good inversion formula (see [12] for instance).
Eq. (8) shows that φ(1, 1, t) is at most quadratic over IR(x, z, t, φ(1, 1, 1)), and hence algebraic of degree

at most 10 over IR(x, z, t). The (minimal) algebraic equation it satisfies can be obtained by eliminating
φ(1, 1, 1) in (8): it has degree exactly 10 — and takes several Maple pages. To obtain an “explicit”
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expression of φ(1, 1, t), we can go back to (9). Expressing x, z and φ(1, 1, 1) in terms of U and V , we factor
E(t):

E(t) = (1− αt)2(1− βt),
where α and β are series in x and z:

α =
xz

V
(1 + U + V ) and β = xz(1 + 2U)2.

This gives finally:

2xt2φ(1, 1, t) = (1− t)2 + xt(1 + t)φ(1, 1, 1)− (1− t)(1− αt)
√

1− βt
1− xzt . (11)

Note. Again, the idea of introducing the series U and V satisfying (10) is only natural after having
conjectured the expansion of φ(x, z,1, 1, 1). This expansion was obtained bijectively by Dulucq, Gire and
Guibert [8, 15] and Goulden and West [14]: it is equivalent to the enumeration of non-separable planar
maps according to the number of edges and vertices [6].

4 Descents and left-to-right maxima (u = 1)

Let us now climb one more step, by handling the equation of Proposition 1.1 in the case u = 1. The equation
reads:

φ(1, v, t) =
v

1− xzt + xt

[
v(1− v) +

(v + t− tv)φ(1, v,1)− φ(1, v, t)
1− t

] [
φ(1, 1, 1)− tφ(1, 1, t)

1− t

]
.

It can be rewritten as[
φ(1, v, t)− (v + t− tv)φ(1, v, 1)

1− t − v(1− v)
] [

1− t+ xt
φ(1, 1, 1)− tφ(1, 1, t)

1− t

]
(12)

=
v

1− xzt − (v + t − tv)φ(1, v,1)− v(1− v)(1− t).

Let T = T (x, z) be the (unique) formal power series in x and z satisfying

T = 1 + xT
φ(1, 1, 1)− Tφ(1, 1, T )

1− T .

Note that T does not depend on v. Substituting T for t in (12) shows that for any v,

(v+ T − Tv)φ(1, v, 1) =
v

1− xzT − v(1− v)(1− T ). (13)

In particular, for v = 1, we obtain

φ(1, 1, 1) =
1

1− xzT . (14)

We can eliminate T between (13) and (14) to obtain φ(1, v, 1) as a rational function of x, v, z and φ(1, 1, 1).

Proposition 4.1 The generating function φ(x, z,1, v, 1) for two-stack-sortable permutations, counted ac-
cording to their length, number of descents and number of left-to-right maxima, is given by

φ(x, z, 1, v, 1) = v + xzvφ(1, 1, 1)
1− φ(1, 1, 1)

1− φ(1, 1, 1)− v [1 + (xz − 1)φ(1, 1, 1)]
, (15)

where φ(1, 1, 1) is the generating function for these permutations, according to their length and number of
descents, given by Proposition 3.1. In other words, the length generating function for two-stack-sortable
permutations having m left-to-right maxima is

xzφ(1, 1, 1)
[

1 + (xz − 1)φ(1, 1, 1)
1− φ(1, 1, 1)

]m−1

.

In particular, φ(x, z, 1, v,1) is algebraic of degree 5 over IR(x, z, v), and IK(φ(1, v, 1)) = IK(φ(1, 1, 1)).
Moreover, IK(φ(1, v, t)) = IK(φ(1, 1, t)), and φ(1, v, t) is algebraic of degree 10 over IR(x, z, v, t).
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Proof. The degree of φ(1, v, 1) over IK is bounded from above and from below by the degree of φ(1, 1, 1):
– from above, because Eq. (15) shows that φ(1, v,1) belongs to IK(φ(1, 1, 1));
– from below, because φ(1, 1, 1) is a specialization of φ(1, v,1).

Hence the extensions IK(φ(1, v, 1)) and IK(φ(1, 1, 1)) coincide and are of degree 5 over IK.
According to Eq. (12), a similar relation links φ(1, v, t) and φ(1, 1, t). Hence, they have the same degree.

Remarks
1. The algebraic equation satisfied by φ(1, v, 1), obtained by eliminating φ(1, 1, 1) in (15), has very big

coefficients, and we do not write it here. When z = 1, the series φ(1, 1, 1) is only cubic (see Proposition
2.1), and so is S = φ(1, v, 1). Here is the cubic equation it satisfies:

(x4v3 + 5x3v3 +6x3v2−8x2v3− 5x2v2 +xv3 + 12x2v+8xv2− 17xv− v2 + 8x+2v− 1)S3− v(3x4v3− 6x4v2

+15x3v3− 26x3v2− 24x2v3− 24x3v−16x2v2 +3xv3 + 45x2v+25xv2− 24x2− 37xv−3v2 +11x+ 4v− 1)S2

+v2(3x4v3−12x4v2+15x3v3+12x4v−70x3v2−24x2v3+50x3v−17x2v2+3xv3+24x3+48x2v+26xv2−163x2

−24xv − 3v2 + 20x+ 2v)S − v3(x4v3 − 6x4v2 + 5x3v3 + 12x4v − 38x3v2 − 8x2v3 − 8x4

+74x3v − 6x2v2 + xv3 − 63x3 + 15x2v+ 9xv2 − 120x2 − 4xv − v2 + 16x) = 0.

2. It would be interesting to know which statistic defined on non-seperable maps corresponds to the
number of left-to-right maxima of a two-stack-sortable permutation through the bijections described in [8]
and [14].

5 Descents and right-to-left maxima (v = 1)

The last step before we can complete the solution of (1) is the case v = 1. The equation reads:

φ(u, 1, t) =
1

1− xzut + xut

[
φ(1, 1, 1)− φ(1, 1, tu)

1− tu

][
φ(u, 1, 1)− tφ(u, 1, t)

1− t

]
. (16)

It can be rewritten as[
tφ(u, 1, t)− φ(u, 1, 1)

1− t

] [
1− t+ xut2

φ(1, 1, 1)− φ(1, 1, tu)
1− ut

]
=

t

1− xzut − φ(u, 1, 1). (17)

Let T = T (x, z, u) be the (unique) formal power series in x, z and u satisfying

T = 1 + xuT 2 φ(1, 1, 1)− φ(1, 1, Tu)
1− uT . (18)

Substituting T for t in (17) shows that

φ(u, 1, 1) =
T

1− xzuT . (19)

We can obtain the quadratic equation (on IR(x, z, u, φ(1, 1, 1))) satisfied by T (x, z, u) by eliminating φ(1, 1, Tu)
between (18) and (8), in which t is replaced by Tu. We find:

1− u− T
[
1− u+ xzu− xzu2 − xuφ(1, 1, 1)

]
− xuT 2 [1− z + zu+ xzuφ(1, 1, 1)] = 0.

Finally, Eq. (19) gives, from the equation satisfied by T , the equation satisfied by φ(u, 1, 1).

Proposition 5.1 The generating function φ(u, 1, 1) = φ(x, z, u, 1, 1) for two-stack-sortable permutations,
counted according to their length, number of descents and number of right-to-left maxima, is quadratic on
IR(x, z, u, φ(1, 1, 1)):

1− u− φ(u, 1, 1)
[
1− u− xzu+ xzu2 − xuφ(1, 1, 1)

]
− xuφ(u, 1, 1)2 = 0. (20)
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It is algebraic of degree 10 over IR(x, z, u). We can expand it explicitely: for 1 ≤ m ≤ j < n, the number of
two-stack-sortable permutations of length n having j descents and m right-to-left maxima is

min(m+1,n−j+1)∑
k=1

[
(m− k + 1)P (n, j,m, k, 0)− 2(k − 1)(j −m)

2n− 2j − k + 2
P (n, j,m, k, 1)

]

× (n+ j −m− 1)!
(n− j − k + 1)!(2j −m+ k − 1)!

(2n− j −m− k)!
(j −m)!(2n− 2j − k + 1)!

(m+ k − 2)!
k!(k − 1)!(m− k + 1)!

where P (n, j,m, k, e) is the following polynomial:

P (n, j,m, k, e) = (2n− j −m− k + 1)(2j −m+ k − 1)− (j −m− e)(4n− 2j − 3k −m+ 3).

The series φ(x, z, u, 1, t) is algebraic of degree 20 over IR(x, z, u, t).

Proof. Eq. (20) shows that IR(x, z, u, φ(u, 1, 1)) contains φ(1, 1, 1). In order to prove that φ(u, 1, 1) is
exactly quadratic on IR(x, z, u, φ(1, 1, 1)), we have to show that the discriminant ∆ of (20) is not a square
in IR(x, z, u, φ(1, 1, 1)) = IR(u, U, V ), where the series U and V are defined by (10). Expressing ∆ in terms
of u, U and V gives:

∆ = (1 + V )2(1 + U − u)2
[
(1 + U)2(1 + V )2 − 2uV (1 + U)(1 + 2U + V ) + u2V 2

]
.

This discriminant cannot be factored further, and φ(u, 1, 1) is exactly quadratic on IR(x, z, u, φ(1, 1, 1)) –
and thus of degree 10 over IR(x, z, u).
We can now solve (20) in terms of u,U and V :

φ(u, 1, 1) =
1 + V

2uU(1 + U)

[
−(1 + V )(1 + U)2 + u(1 +U)(1 + 2U + 2V )− u2V

+(1 +U − u)((1 +U)(1 + V )− uV )
(

1− 4uUV (1 + U)
((1 +U)(1 + V )− uV )2

)1/2
]
.

Expanding this solution in u gives

φ(u, 1, 1) = 1+
∑
m≥1

umVm

U(1 + U)m(1 + V )m−2

m+1∑
k=1

(m+ k − 2)!
k!(k − 1)!(m− k + 1)!

Uk

(1 + V )k+1
[m− k + 1 + 2(1− k)V ] .

We conclude thanks to the Lagrange-Good inversion formula.
Let us now consider φ(u, 1, t). From (17), we conclude that this series belongs to IK(φ(1, 1, tu), φ(u, 1, 1)).

In the proof of Proposition 3.1, we have seen (11) that

IK(φ(1, 1, tu)) = IK

(
φ(1, 1, 1),

√
1− tuβ
1− xtu

)
,

and thus φ(1, 1, tu) cannot belong to IK(φ(u, 1, 1)) (which only contains rational functions in t). Hence,
φ(1, 1, tu) is quadratic over IK(φ(u, 1, 1)), and IK(φ(1, 1, tu), φ(u, 1, 1)) is of degree 20 over IK. In particular,
φ(u, 1, t) is of degree at most 20 on IK. We can obtain an algebraic equation of degree 20 satisfied by φ(u, 1, t)
by eliminating from (16) first φ(1, 1, tu) (using (8)), then φ(u, 1, 1) (using (20)), and finally φ(1, 1, 1) (using
Proposition 3.1). To check that this polynomial is irreducible, it suffices to do this calculation for some
well-chosen values of z, u and t: for instance, when z = u = t = −1, the eliminations described above
provide an irreducible polynomial in x and φ(u, 1, t) of degree 20.

Note. When z = 1, a similar calculation can be done, using the series Y introduced in the proof of
Proposition 2.1. We obtain the number of two-stack-sortable permutations of length n having m right-to-
left maxima, as given in [8].
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Remark. According to [8] and [14], the number of two-stack-sortable permutations of length n having j
descents (including n, by convention in this paper) and m right-to-left maxima is the number of rooted
non-separable maps having n+1 edges, j+1 vertices and such that the degree of the root face is m+1. The
enumeration of these maps according to the number of edges and degree of the root face was achieved by
Brown [3]. His work was extended by Brown and Tutte who also took into account the number of vertices
[6]. To recover their result, let us define

B(x, u, z) =
∑

n≥2,m≥2,j≥2

Bn,m,j x
numzj ,

where Bn,m,j is the number of non-separable maps having n edges, j vertices, and such that the degree
of the root face is m. Then B(x, u, z) = xzu(φ(x, z, u, 1, 1) − 1), and we derive from Proposition 5.1 the
following equation for B:

B(x, u, z)2 +B(x, u, z) [z(1− u) + xzu(1− z + zu)− uB(x, 1, z)]− xzu2
[
xz2(1− u) +B(x, 1, z)

]
= 0.

This is equivalent to Eq. (3.4) of [6]. Proposition 5.1 also provides the following corollary.

Corollary 5.2 The number of rooted non-separable maps having n edges, j vertices and such that the degree
of the root face is m, is 1 if j = m = n ≥ 2 and otherwise

min(m,n−j+1)∑
k=1

[
(m− k)Q(n, j,m, k,0)− 2(k − 1)(j −m)

2n− 2j − k + 2
Q(n, j,m, k,1)

]

× (n+ j −m− 2)!
(n− j − k + 1)!(2j −m+ k − 2)!

(2n− j −m− k)!
(j −m)!(2n− 2j − k + 1)!

(m+ k − 3)!
k!(k − 1)!(m− k)!

,

where Q(n, j,m, k, e) is the following polynomial:

Q(n, j,m, k, e) = (2n− j −m− k + 1)(2j −m+ k − 2)− (j −m− e)(4n− 2j − 3k −m+ 2).

6 The complete generating function

Eq. (1), combined with the results of the previous sections, summarized in Figure 2, shows that φ(u, v, t)
belongs to IK(φ(u, 1, t)). Hence, it is of degree at most 20 over IK. But its degree is at least the degree of
φ(u, 1, t) (which is a specialization of φ(u, v, t)), and thus the complete generating function φ(x, z, u, v, t) is
of degree exactly 20 over IR(x, z, u, v, t).

The only result that is still missing is the degree of φ(x, z, u, v, 1), which counts two-stack-sortable
permutations according to the four most natural statistics we defined in Section 1. To fill in this gap, let
us, for the last time, consider the equation of Proposition 1.1:

φ(u, v, t) =
v

1− xzut + xut

[
v(1− v) +

(v + tu− tuv)φ(1, v,1)− φ(1, v, tu)
1− tu

] [
φ(u, 1, 1)− tφ(u, 1, t)

1− t

]
.

Using Eqs. (12) (with tu instead of t) and (17), we can rewrite this equation as:

φ(u, v, t) =
v

1− xzut + xut

[
v

1−xzut − v(1− v)(1− ut)− (v + tu− tuv)φ(1, v,1)
] [

t
1−xzut − φ(u, 1, 1)

]
[
1− tu+ xtu

φ(1, 1, 1)− tuφ(1, 1, tu)
1− tu

] [
1− t+ xut2

φ(1, 1, 1)− φ(1, 1, tu)
1− tu

] .
Now, we use Eq. (8) (with t replaced by tu) to remove the quadratic terms from the denominator:

φ(u, v, t) =
v

1− xzut + xut

[
v

1−xzut − v(1− v)(1− ut)− (v + tu− tuv)φ(1, v,1)
] [

t
1−xzut − φ(u, 1, 1)

]
(1− t)(1− tu)− xut2

1− xzut +
xut(1− t2u)φ(1, 1, 1)

1− tu − xu2t2(1− t)φ(1, 1, tu)
1− tu

.
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In particular, for t = 1, we obtain:

φ(u, v, 1) =
v

1− xzu +

[
v

1−xzu − v(1− v)(1− u)− (v + u− uv)φ(1, v,1)
] [

1
1−xzu − φ(u, 1, 1)

]
φ(1, 1, 1)− 1

1−xzu
.

This shows that φ(u, v, 1) belongs to IK(φ(u, 1, 1)). Hence, its degree is bounded from above by the degree
of φ(u, 1, 1), which is 10. But its degree is also bounded from below by the degree of φ(u, 1, 1), which is a
specialization of φ(u, v, 1). This adds the last brick to the wall of Figure 2.

Aknowledgements to Gilles Schaeffer, first because he taught me nothing less than the quadratic method,
and then for his helpul comments on this note.
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